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This catalog is only a partial listing of available DYNOmite Dynamometer accessories and add-ons.

Call for personalized assistance when installing or customizing your own system!

Customize your company’s
dynamometer installation
with these easy-to-use
options.

“Professionalizes every

dyno testing session!”

DYNOmiteTM Dynamometer – Accessories Catalog

Add new dynoing
capabilities
Boost accuracy
Log vital testing
session data
Learn even more
Find extra Hp
Simplify set up
Affordable
Buy as you need



Why keep your new testing capabilities a secret? Only the
best shops have dynamometers. Potential customers
need to know yours is one of them.

“Tell them that… The Bull Stops Here!”

“The Bull Stops Here!” DYNOmite decals say it all. Vinyl

stickers for autos, bikes, sleds, karts, boats, and trailers. Show them

your shop knows the difference between real Hp and just “wishful

thinking!” Small die-cut red letters in 6" size (with brushed

aluminum metallic border) look great on every vehicle you dyno.

Make sure that all your customers leave your shop with your stamp

of approval!

Part # 806-012 (1.5" x 6" die-cut red lettering) 12-pack

Part # 806-100 (1.5" x 6" die-cut red lettering) 100-pack

Part # 806-150 (2.5" x 6" rectangular - black)

Part # 806-151 (5" x 12" rectangular - black)

DYNOmite signs, banners, and posters show that your business

is serious about building and reporting honest engine horsepower.

35" x 21" wall size poster looks hot hanging inside any shop or

garage. For all-season indoor/outdoor use, one of the rigid aluminum

signs or large vinyl banners (with hanging grommets) will add a

professional image to your entire business.

Part # 802-325 (35" x 21" poster)

Part # 802-350 (36" x 60" rigid aluminum outdoor sign)

Part # 802-380 (36" x 96" vinyl banner - like above black decal)

Part # 802-410 (48" x 128" vinyl banner - like above black decal)
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Make more money
selling dyno time
Show new service
visitors that your
shop dynos
Very inexpensive
Let tested vehicles
advertise for you
Message is fun yet
still professional



Low Profile Twill Baseball Hat is a rugged black cap with the

sharp looking red, white, and blue “DYNOmite DYNAMOMETER

�CERTIFIED HORSEPOWER” stitched logo. Adjustable strap

for a custom fit.

Part # 808-002 (one size fits all)

DYNOmite Mouse Pad is a nice matching custom touch when

running DYNO-MAX 2000 on your control console’s personal

computer.

Part # 801-035
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Verify the engine’s air/fuel ratio and emissions compliance
for optimum efficiency and compliance with government
regulations.

“Know before it ever even leaves the shop that efficiency is

where it should be.”

Smoke Opacity Meter for real-time monitoring of diesel engine’s

exhaust stack emissions (on the meter’s integral LCD) with output

for simultaneous data capture and display via optional DYNOmite

Data Acquisition Computer and DYNO-MAX 2000. Adjustable

stack mounted sensor adapts to most diesel exhaust stacks. Integral

12-volt supply battery plus 115-volt AC supply allows on-highway,

or in-shop, testing. Analog output jacks and harness for connecting to

DYNOmite-Pro Data Acquisition Computer with DYNO-MAX 2000

software.

Part # 430-170 (includes full-flow head - as shown)

Exhaust Measuring System 5-gas analyzer for real-time

monitoring of engine’s emissions during chassis or engine

dynamometer testing. Large integral LCD panels. Simple user

interface includes both manual and automatic zeroing, low-flow

warnings, out-of-range detection, etc. 5-gas analyzer includes O2

(0-25%), CO (0-10%), CO2 (0-20%), HCs (0-2000 ppm), and NOX

(0-5000 ppm) readouts. Lambda and AFR are also calculated and

displayed when using the (all digital) link to a PC running the

optional DYNO-MAX 2000 software. (Requires an available RS-232

serial port and DYNO-MAX 2000 standard or “Pro” software).

Integral vacuum pumps and water separator make the system

compact and easy to maintain. Flexible stainless steel tailpipe

“sniffer” probe and 25' hose includes quick disconnect coupling. Less

than 5-minutes warm-up time with typical accuracy of ±1% (or

better) of full scale. Fast response time < 9 seconds to 90% of actual.

12-volt lighter plug DC operation allows the DYNOmite EMS to go

on the road for real world emissions monitoring (also includes

115-volt AC supply).

Part # 430-175 (includes tailpipe snifer and hose - not shown)
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Optimize engine’s
fuel efficiency
Verify emission’s
EPA compliance
Direct linking with
DYNO-MAX 2000
Simple to hook up
Bikes, cars, trucks
Accurate results
Affordable



Air/Fuel Ratio Exhaust Sensor Module and harness for

measuring the engine’s mixture on the dyno or road. Its ultra wide 9

through 16 A/F Ratio range DYNOmite sensor is broad enough for

high performance gasoline engine tuning. (Works with most pump

fuels.) Sensors are individually offset trim matched, so multiple

sensors can be used for cylinder-to-cylinder comparison testing (with

one switched control module). Outputs include both a near linear 0-5

volt analog signal (requiring no correction mapping over most of its

working range) and an all digital RS-232 link to DYNO-MAX 2000.

The digital interface avoids the multiple analog conversion errors –

common in other units! This system’s typical accuracy of �2% (or

better when near the stoichiometric ratio) and fast response time

make it suitable for even many research laboratory grade, transient

dynamometer test programs. Semi-automatic offset calibration in free

air allows for easy field verification. (Requires available 0-5 volt

channel and DYNO-MAX 2000 software.)

Part # 430-186 (single channel - call for multi-channel applications)

Air/Fuel Ratio Exhaust Probe and Pump with harness for

measuring a vehicle’s mixture from its tailpipe – during chassis dyno

testing. This kit combines our AFR module (#430-186) with a

reliable Vacuum Air Pump – for extracting hot sample gases at the

tailpipe outlet. The pump is powered directly from your shop’s

compressed air supply. The extra-long (bendable) sampling tube

avoids fresh-air dilution and sensor damaging water vapor

separation. Your O2 sensors stay accurate and cleaner longer –

without constant filter jar maintenance hassles. The adjustable

retention hardware adapts the probe and pump to almost any

vehicle’s tail pipe configuration. A remote mount Pulse Dampening

Pump Hose kit (#430-189) should also be ordered for most bikes and

single cylinder exhausts. (Requires an available 0-5 volt channel and

DYNO-MAX 2000 software.)

Part # 430-182 (includes O2 sensor module and vacuum pump - as shown)

Part # 430-179 (optional pulse dampening line - for single cylinder exhausts)
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Monitor every engine’s air and fuel flow to determine its
efficiency and tune for the optimum power air/fuel ratio.

“Don’t tune in the dark; knowing your engine’s BSAC and

BSFC can save you time (and maybe the engine itself)!”

Air Flow Meter Turbines for measuring the intake airflow of

automotive, recreational, and industrial engines. These low inertia

turbines measure the intake airflow either directly (inline with a

single carburetor) or through a plenum (to dampen intake pulsations).

Turbines are available in sizes to accommodate a wide range of air

horn sizes and CFM requirements. Multiple turbines may be run in

parallel to reach higher flows. (Requires Data Channel Expansion

Unit part #430-454 and DYNO-MAX software equipped PC.)

Part # 430-803 (3" 0-50 cfm)

Part # 430-804 (4" 3-100 cfm)

Part # 430-806 (6-1/2" 10-800 cfm)

Part # 430-809 (9" 20-1200 cfm)

Fuel Flow Transducer (BSFC) provides the vital Brake Specific

Fuel Consumption information required by serious engine builders.

By comparing BSFC to industry standards you can more easily

diagnose engine problems. Used in conjunction with exhaust gas

temperature data, it’s possible to tune the engine to peak power with

less danger of leaning it to the point of meltdown. Each kit includes a

flow transducer, hoses, mounting hardware, and additional EEPROM

software functionality code. Using DYNO-MAX, pairs of turbines

may be run in parallel – to read higher flows – or run in an A-B

configuration to subtract a fuel injection system’s return line flow.

(Requires appropriate Full Function Harness and current EEPROM

upgrade.)

Part # 430-350 (standard flow transducer for 0.5 - 56 GPH linear range)

Part # 430-352 (low flow transducer for 0.18 - 12 GPH range)
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Quit guessing
Find more Hp
Log cortical info
Adaptable to most
types of engines
Buy as you need
Multiple ranges of
flow are available
Accurate results
Affordable



High Flow Fuel Transducers (and Very High Flow models)

provide the extra capacity needed to supply higher horsepower

engines. Each kit includes a special bypass flow transducer and the

required additional EEPROM software functionality code. Using

DYNO-MAX, pairs of turbines may be run in parallel – to read

higher flows – or run in an A-B configuration to subtract a fuel

injection system’s return line flow.

(Requires appropriate Full Function Harness and current EEPROM

upgrade.)

Part # 430-353 (high flow transducer for 4 - 438 GPH linear range)

Part # 430-357 (very high flow transducer for 12 - 1,219 GPH linear range)

Fuel Flow Transducer (Diesel) provides the extra capacity and

anti-foaming protection needed to function properly on diesel engine

applications. Each kit includes a high capacity by-pass flow

transducer, chamber, and additional EEPROM software functionality

code. Using DYNO-MAX, pairs of turbines may be run in parallel –

to read higher flows – or run in an A-B configuration to subtract a

fuel injection system’s return line flow.

(Requires appropriate Full Function Harness and current EEPROM

upgrade.)

Part # 430-351 (with diesel fuel transducer for 2.3 - 263 GPH linear range)
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Proper calibration is vital if you expect to get results you
can compare with other published test data. It takes only a
few minutes to verify the dyno’s accuracy.

“Remember… garbage in – garbage out!”

Dead Weight Calibration Kits allow for easy in-house verification

of the DYNOmite’s accuracy – without chasing around to rent

certified weights. Recalibration is typically necessary on a periodic

basis (frequency depends on test precision requirements, type of

usage, etc.) and whenever swapping Torque-Arms or data acquisition

computers.

Part # 950-135 (8 ½ pounds)

Part # 950-145 (25 pounds)

Part # 950-150 (50 pounds)

Part # 950-155 (100 pounds)

Part # 950-160 (150 pounds)

Sling Psychrometer in a rugged, self-contained, protective carrying

case. Standardizing dynamometer horsepower readings requires

accurate relative humidity and temperature data. The most precise

way to capture this vital test information is by using a sling

psychrometer. It’s a must for manual humidity information entry and

also a great way to verify (or reset) your automatic weather station’s

calibration. Simple to use, it takes less than a minute to get a precise

relative humidity reading – works at the racetrack too.

Part # 950-250
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Maintain accuracy
Automate weather
compensation
Prove your testing
results’ validity
Calibrate in-house
to save both time
and money
Quick and easy to
do-it-yourself



Fuel Hydrometers are a must for determining specific gravity of

your test fuel. Operators need to input the fuel’s density data into the

dynamometer’s software in order to return accurate flow and BSFC

data (when using the DYNOmite’s optional fuel flow transducer).

This hydrometer kit includes the beaker and both a gasoline and

alcohol hydrometer. Quick and easy to use – just drop in the bulb and

simply read the fuel’s specific gravity number directly off its scale!

Part # 950-065 (includes both gasoline and alcohol hydrometers)

Weather Station Module for real-time automatic entry of air

temperature, barometric pressure, and relative humidity atmospheric

conditions when the “TEST” record button is pressed. With

DYNO-MAX 2000, it also provides continuous real-time monitoring

and allows for continuous (by operator selected method) real-time

atmospheric correction as weather changes during a lengthy test

session. Eliminates worrying about manually logging weather data

for accurate power and torque correction. Compatible with both

DYNOmite-Basic and DYNOmite-Pro board sets. (Requires Full

Function Harness and current EEPROM upgrade.)

Part # 430-465
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One or more of these unique test bay options may be just
what you need to improve vehicle throughput.

“Promote safer testing while reducing the time it takes to go

from drive in to data out.”

Chassis Dyno Starter Motor Option provides the means to start

sprint race cars and other vehicles that do not carry an on-board

starter or battery. A very high torque electric motor is ready to mount

to your existing DYNOmite’s frame via the included adjustable belt

tensioning base plate. The torque-multiplication of this direct drive

design eliminates the need for temperamental friction tire couplings –

with their complex array of pneumatically powered swing arms and

planetary transmissions. The 25 Hp electric motor is wound to accept

either 208 or 480 volt 3-phase AC power from an appropriate

capacity electric contactor.

Part # 970-535 (fits 30" roll/frame models - call for other applications)

4-Post Vehicle Lift eliminates the need for a below grade pit or

long/steep ramps to drive onto your chassis dyno’s rolls. These

inexpensive electric/hydraulic units are available with or without

catwalks. Setup takes only a couple of hours, requires no excavation,

and only a standard electrical outlet for power and shop air for the

pneumatic safety interlock. Available in sizes and capacities to fit the

largest trucks and roll sizes, a 4-post lift is the perfect solution for

shops leasing space, planning to move soon, or having ground water

or ledge issues that make pit installations impractical.

Part # 950-500 (for base 4-post lift)

Part # – call – (for larger sizes and/or catwalk options)
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Complete your
chassis dyno bay
Reduce vehicle to
vehicle setup time
Professionalizes
any installation
Add convenience
while increasing
operator safety
Affordable



Motorcycle/ATV Dyno Console Boom Option provides a

convenient platform for your laptop, switches, and DYNOmite Data

Acquisition Computer (not included). The pivoting boom arm bolts

right into the frame of the standard DYNOmite Motorcycle/ATV or

bike only chassis dynamometer frame assembly. The console panel

includes provisions for auxiliary control switches and is prepunched

to permanently mount your LCD or non-LCD DYNOmite housing.

Built-in travel stops limit the swing of boom.

Part # 970-587 (less laptop or data acquisition computer)

Exhaust Hose System reliably collects hot fumes during high

performance dynamometer testing. Hoses utilize a three-layer

construction of asbestos-free high-temperature materials that are

specially coated with heat stabilizers and strengthened by an external

stainless steel helix. Heat tolerance is rated at 2,000 degrees

Fahrenheit and up to 2,370 Fahrenheit for intermittent bursts (for 3"

to 8" hose – up to 26’ in length). Other available options include:

“Y” adapter for dual exhaust pipes, clip on exhaust nozzles (for

lower temperature applications), and stainless steel exhaust cones

(for fume capture on higher temperature applications).

Part # 438-160 (for 3" diameter dual exhaust automotive testing hose kit)
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Professional consoles get you up and running quickly.
Mobile designs allow testing both indoors and out.

“House your dynamometer’s operator control panel, engine

monitoring gauges, and interface wiring in one clean unit.”

“Pro” Console and computer provide a professional dyno operating

station. This combination allows full remote operation of any engine

and high-end dyno cell’s equipment (via your optional controls and

DYNO-MAX 2000 software). Each “Pro” console is equipped with a

genuine Dell PC (running Intel’s dual-core Hyper-Threaded Pentium

processors) and a high resolution LCD flat panel monitor. A billet

aluminum, adjustable range, manual throttle control is installed (to

the operator’s left), while provisions to mount the DYNOmite load

valve control are on the right. Backup analog gauges (such as water

temperature, oil pressure, fuel pressure, and tachometer) plus manual

override switches, are ready for wiring into your engine and test cell.

Part # 100-960 (requires DYNO-MAX software)

Wall-Mount Console which can also be integrally mounted to the

DYNOmite Automotive Engine Test Stand for maximum mobility.

The console features the same laboratory front control panel and

upper enclosure as our Pro-Console (less the analog gauges and PC)

including unwired rocker switches, and our manual push/pull cable

hand throttle assembly. An opening is provided to accept the same

LCD flat panel monitor as our “Pro” Consoles (above). Provisions

are made for mounting your DYNOmite’s load control valve and/or

hand-held data acquisition computer.

Part # 100-955

www.land-and-sea.com
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Professionalizes
any dyno cell
Gets you up and
testing quickly
Simplifies wiring
Accepts auxiliary
analog gauges
Adds RFI shield
Affordable



EMI/RFI Shielded Computer Cabinet provides a convenient

way to house your dyno’s computer, monitor, and keyboard – while

reducing its susceptibility to troublesome interference from the

engine’s ignition. The rugged upper and lower all metal enclosures

have integral grounding points and drop down panels to add

protection from both EMI and physical damage. The entire unit is on

casters to allow easy mobility around the test cell. Cabinet features

louver openings with standard fan mounting cut-outs plus dual fan

AC ventilation kit (allows running with the front panel closed for

additional EMI protection).

Part # 430-950 (less PC and monitor)

DYNOmite LCD and Keypad Option allows both monitoring and

storing engine dyno test results (or on-board vehicle road test data)

inside your DYNOmite Data Acquisition Computer (not included) –

without requiring a PC or laptop computer. Captured data may be

played back from the DYNOmite’s memory onto your new LCD

screen, or it can be printed out to paper using an optional ASCII

printer. If you also use DYNO-MAX 2000, it is easy to download the

hand-held’s data into a PC for more complete analysis and graphing.

The LCD and keypad do not interfere with running the DYNOmite

under complete DYNO-MAX control, so this option may be left

permanently attached and used for convenient in-cell monitoring.

Part # 430-340 (“Pro” LCD DYNOmite Data Acquisition with AC charger)

Part # 431-340 (LCD and Keypad housing upgrade only - less DAQ)

2008 - Specifications subject to change without notice; for details call (603) 226-DYNO or www.land-and-sea.com
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Take advantage of more of your DYNOmite’s sophisticated
capabilities with some of these special data acquisition
add-ons.

“No dynamometer system has as many ways to grow with your

business’s unique needs as a DYNOmite!”

Drag Race Xmas Tree and Control Package supports single

lane or side-by-side motorcycle (or automotive) “dynamometer drag

racing simulation.” In conjunction with DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro” the

complete system provides staging lights, Sportsman and Pro tree

countdown, reaction times, red-light monitoring, ETs, trap speeds,

printed ET slips, and more. Each package includes a full two-lane

Xmas tree with wiring harnesses, dragMATE interface module

(ready to interface with your DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro” equipped PC)

and required control licensing.

Part # 970-592 (includes two-lane control license - less dynos and monitor)

dynoMATE and dragMATE Relay Control Modules both add

several extra output lines to your DYNOmite dynamometer system.

A“dynoMATE” module adds eight additional DYNO-MAX 2000

“Pro” digital to analog switched outputs – per module. A single

“dragMATE” module provides 5-volt logic control for all 14 lights

on a standard NHRA style Xmas tree. Each module requires one

RS-232 serial port (or USB to RS-232 adapter).

Part # 430-591 (dynoMATE Control Module - for 8-channels)

Part # 430-592 (dragMATE Xmas Tree Module - for 14-bulbs)
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Add controls and
unique functions
DYNO-MAX 2000
“Pro” supported
Collect extra info
and learn more
Buy data channels
as you need them
Simple to set up
Affordable



Spark Advance EEPROM Software Upgrade allows capturing

and displaying real-time ignition timing information with a

DYNOmite-Pro board set running under DYNO-MAX 2000.

Recorded spark advance information may be plotted onto all

DYNO-MAX generated graphs (see sample at right). A clamp-on

inductive RPM pick-up must be used with this option to detect the

spark plug’s firing event. This option also needs a solidly mounted

magnetic or optical crankshaft RPM pick-up to supply a rigidly

portioned “approaching TDC” reference signal. (Requires an

inductive spark plug lead pick-up, crankshaft mounted RPM/TDC

sensor, and DYNO-MAX 2000 version 9.31 or later.)

Part # 430-453

Data Channel Expansion Board Sets increase the number of

channels that your DYNO-MAX equipped PC can monitor. Each

board set consists of a “piggyback” pair of boards with multiple

frequency and analog inputs. All models support upgrading to

additional DYNOmite accessories (such as air flow sensors, auto

throttle servo, etc.) or doubling your available EGT probe channels.

A 115-volt AC power supply is included (or they can be run off of

battery power). Basic board sets are supported under any version of

DYNO-MAX, while “Pro” (or Lite) board sets require DYNO-MAX

2000 9.2 (or later). Your PC (or laptop) will need an available USB

or RS-232 serial port (and cable) for each board set. Expansion to

over 100 channels is as easy as adding more board set pairs (and

serial ports to the PC).

Part # 430-444 (15-channel capable Basic board set)

Part # 430-454 (28-channel capable Pro board set)

Part # 430-349 (3-channel Lite, upgradeable hobby board set)

2008 - Specifications subject to change without notice; for details call (603) 226-DYNO or www.land-and-sea.com
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Expand your DYNOmite’s data acquisition logging
capabilities with prewired harnesses. Capture more
data with any of the optional DYNOmite transducers,
thermocouples, thermistors, and pick-ups.

“Plug-and-play harnesses make it easy to add functionality.”

OBD-II (Scan Tool Port) interface reads engine RPM, road

speed, and other diagnostic data from late model vehicles’ OBD-II

dashboard port directly into DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro.” Without you

even lifting the hood, this convenient link can capture one or more

engine functions (in real time) at up to 30-Hz. These serial port cable

interfaces are a must have accessory for chassis and on-board dyno

testing. (Requires DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro” Version 9.x.)

Part # 430-117 (for most OBD-II, PWM, equipped Fords)

Part # 430-118 (for most OBD-II, VPW, equipped GMCs)

Part # 430-119 (for most OBD-II, (ISO, equipped Imports and MoPars)

Full Function Data Harness allows the DYNOmite Data

Acquisition Computer to record EGTs, fuel flow, pressures, etc. and

control other advanced functions when used in conjunction with the

appropriate sensors, controls, and software upgrades.

Part # 425-180 (for 3-channel Lite board sets only - not full function)

Part # 425-250 (for 15-channel Basic board sets)

Part # 425-280 (for 28-channel Pro board sets)

Extended Full Function Data Harness for Marine DYNOmites.

These harnesses are identical to the standard length Full Function

Data Harnesses (#425-250 and #425-280) except that they are

extended for use on special applications, like marine testing at the

helm or some remote console designs.

Part # 425-350 (for 15-channel board sets)

Part # 425-358 (for 28-channel board sets)

www.land-and-sea.com
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Connect to more
engine sensors
OBD-II plug-in
interfaces
DYNO-MAX 2000
supported
Feature quick and
easy hook up
Avoid EMI issues
Affordable

DYNOmite – DAQ Wiring Harnesses



Extension Cables for Sensors allow you to move the DYNOmite

Data Acquisition Computer 10' farther from the Torque-Arm – or to

relocate the Weather Station Module. Simplifies wiring up remote

dyno cells or extending the sensor’s harness reach during on-board

marine and automotive test sessions.

Part # 430-127 (10' for Weather Station Module)

Part # 430-131 (10' for Torque-Arm)

8mm Graphite Core Suppression Plug Wire Kits offer the best

means of reducing spark ignition generated EMI (electro magnetic

interference) a.k.a. RFI (radio frequency interference). EMI can play

havoc with high speed digital data transmission – even locking up or

“blue screening” PCs or interfering with the shop’s phone system.

These wires dramatically outperform so called “mag-core” (spiral

wound wire) at suppression and a set should be on-hand in every

(non-diesel) dynamometer test cell.

Part # 430-161 (for single spark plug)

Part # 430-168 (for eight spark plugs and one coil lead)

2008 - Specifications subject to change without notice; for details call (603) 226-DYNO or www.land-and-sea.com
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Automate dynamometer testing with computer controlled
load, throttle, and relays.

“Free yourself from the controls so that you have time to watch

what is actually going on during testing.”

Auto Load Servo Valve is one of the most popular DYNOmite

accessories we sell. Precision 12-volt powered stepper motor and

drive allows for convenient, one-handed throttle operation during

even complex automated dynamometer test sessions. Input your

sweep rate and holding RPM, then just open the throttle to have the

computer take over loading the engine – automatically! Millisecond

response outperforms even the best human operators. Available in

various Hp flow capacities to match a wide range of DYNOmite or

third-party absorbers. (Requires a Full Function Pro Harness, like

#425-280, and current EEPROM upgrade.)

Part # 430-310 (Standard-Flow - 1" - left side of image)

Part # 430-314 (High-Flow - 1-1/2" - back of image)

Part # 430-318 (Ultra-Flow - 2" - right side of image)

Auto Throttle Servo adds automatic throttle control to any

Dual-Board DYNOmite Console System. Allows using

DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro” to configure road and track driving

simulations. (Requires Data Channel Expansion Unit – Part

#430-454 and DYNO-MAX 2000 software equipped PC.)

Optional Throttle Position Feedback Sensor supports recording of

actual percentage open and also provides more repeatable percent

position indexing. Its linear sensor may be attached directly to the

throttle assembly (as shown) or, for elimination of cable backlash

errors, may be adapted directly to the engine’s throttle body linkage.

(Requires Auto Throttle Servo Kit, Part #430-312, and DYNO-MAX

2000 software equipped PC.)

Part # 430-312 (Auto Throttle and Servo assembly)

Part # 430-190 (optional Throttle Position Feedback Sensor add-on)

Part # 970-114 (manual throttle only - not including servo)

www.land-and-sea.com
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Computerize your
dyno’s controls
Shorter test times
cut engine wear
Smooths sweeps
DYNO-MAX road
load simulations
Run complex auto
test cycles
Affordable



Extension Cable for Load Servo (or Auto Throttle Servo) to

extend the harness for test room (or dash) mounting of the servo

control unit.

Part # 430-134 (18' long)

Automation Upgrade of Third-Party Load Valves can be an

affordable solution to adding the sophisticated DYNO-MAX 2000

control and automated engine test cycles (including full Road Load

Simulation) to non-DYNOmite units. This gives a new lease on life

to many obsolete systems or a way to salvage your investment in one

of our competitors’ offerings. We have already converted controls for

brands like Clayton, Stuska, Superflow (at right), Froude (at the far

right), and others. Even if you have a real oddball application, we

will try to help.

Part # – call – (for custom conversion quotation)
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Test more types of engines with these easy-to-mount
adapters. Custom adapters and shafts available.

“Make your one absorber work harder by adapting it to other

engine applications!”

PWC and other 9" DYNOmite Absorber Adapters for mounting

the 9" DYNOmite water brake on many personal water crafts or

specific snowmobiles, without engine removal from the boat or sled.

PWC adapters utilize a short torque arm and special coupling that

bolts onto the pump housing (after first removing the jet’s nozzle).

For sleds, special taper arbor/rotor combinations fit the 9" absorber to

applications not served by the standard DYNOmite dual-taper arbor.

Part # 100-107 (Kawasaki Adapter 144mm)

Part # 100-108 (Sea-Doo Adapter to 800cc)

Part # 100-109 (Yamaha Adapter 144mm)

Part # 100-110 (Polaris Adapter)

Part # 100-106 (Kawasaki Adapter 155mm)

Part # 100-111 (Yamaha Adapter 155mm)

Part # 100-112 (Sea-Doo Adapter to 951cc)

Part # 769-011 (PWC Torque-Arm)

Part # 970-492 (4-degree single-taper, high-torque, 9" Arbor/Rotor)

Part # – call – (for custom tapered, splined, or keyed Arbor/Rotor)

Small Engine Crankshaft Arbor or Kart Rear-Axle Adapters
allow our 9" DYNOmite water absorber to be installed on special

higher torque kart type engine test applications or even directly to the

vehicle’s rear wheel hub. Arbors adapt crankshafts (that only have

the small ¾" diameter keyed shaft) to the 9" water brake absorber’s

4-degree taper mount arbor. (Note: The engine’s crankshaft must be

of a heavy-duty design to handle overhanging bending loads.)

Axle adapters allow the 4-degree (taper mount) 9" water brake

absorbers to be used for “in the chassis” testing at the rear wheel.

Available for many USA or European wheel bolt patterns. Requires

simple fabrication of an “anti-rotation” torque-arm stop (i.e. clamp

on pipe). Sprocket ratios should be selected to run the engine and

absorber at their appropriate operating ranges – see load charts.

Part # 575-452 (Small Engine Crankshaft Arbor - left side of image)

Part # 575-159 (Rear Axle Adapter, USA 3x2.5" - far right side of image)

Part # 575-160 (Rear Axle Adapter, Metric 3x58mm - far right side of image)

www.land-and-sea.com
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Countershaft Kit for 9" Absorbers eases fabrication of custom

engine dynamometer stands for many small engine test applications.

Package includes heat treated and machined stainless-steel shaft with

an end taper that directly accepts our popular 9" size “snowmobile”

DYNOmite absorber. Carbon fiber reinforced 14mm synchronous

drive belt, pulleys, and machinable Taper-Loc hub insert are

designed to couple the engine’s output shaft to this countershaft. A

pair of low-friction ball bearings (in self-aligning spherical bearing

blocks with locking collars) is supplied for easy shaft mounting and

initial belt tension adjustment – on your own floor or bench mounted

engine testing frame.

Part # 575-170 (with 125-tooth belt and 28 x 28 ratio pulleys - 1.5" hub bore)

Part # 575-181 (with 125-tooth belt and 28 x 67 ratio pulleys - 2.5" hub bore)

Part # – call – (for custom hubs, shafts, belt lengths, and ratios)

Automotive Drive Line Adapter – this mounting package is

included with most of the standard DYNOmite automotive engine

stand configuration (non docking-station type) dynamometer

systems. It features an anodized, billet-aluminum housing,

high-speed low-friction bearing, and shaft assembly that couples the

13" water brake absorber directly onto many popular Chevy, Ford,

and Lakewood bellhousing and pressure plate assemblies. It may be

custom machined to fit other specialty applications.

Part # 910-900 (with 1-1/8" x 10 spline “Chevy” input shaft)

Part # 910-902 (with 1-3/8" x 10 spline “Chevy” input shaft)

Part # 540-905 (Chrysler - includes input shaft only)
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Ready to run frames and options get you up and running
right. Mobile design supports testing indoors or out.

“Professionalize your test environment with any of these clean

looking and ruggedly engineered packages.”

DYNOmite Auto Test Stand with heavy-duty, black steel frame

mounted on four wide locking wheels for easy mobility. Three-way

telescoping and sliding engine mounts quickly adapt to many

different engines and oil pan configurations. The included splined

input shaft and universal bellhousing adapter has predrilled holes

ready to fit most Chevrolet small and big-blocks as well as many

Ford engines. This test stand includes a (wall mountable) console

panel which can also be mounted onto the stand for maximum

mobility. The console features a rolled steel gauge panel (accepts

round analog gauges), unwired rocker switches, and push/pull cable

throttle assembly. An opening is provided to accept the same LCD

flat panel monitor as our “Pro” consoles. Provisions are also made

for mounting your DYNOmite’s load control valve and/or hand-held

data acquisition computer.

Part # 050-902-1K (as shown)

Part # 100-902 (less console)

“Pro” Small Engine Stand and Console for out of the chassis

dynoing. Accepts a wide range of small engines. Typical customer

applications have included: PWCs, motorcycles, ATVs, karts,

chainsaws, etc. Every modular stand assembly accepts our vibration

isolated universal engine plate (included), or the optional new eddy

current and reaction cradle frames. The wheeled base accepts a large

automotive battery (for starting the engine, powering the data

acquisition system, etc.) and has an integral tool storage area. The

removable (for wall mounting) console mounts on special rubber

vibration isolators and is similar looking to our Automotive “Pro”

Console. This “mini” console includes an analog tachometer, neat

mounting provisions for your DYNOmite computer, access ports for

laptop cables, plus openings for both our optional throttle and load

controls. An optional adjustable overhead “sky hook boom” (for

hanging accessories or exhaust) is available.

Part # 970-155 (less data acquisition, laptop, and controls)
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testing sooner
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Docking Station Carts, just like the ones included with our

DYNOmite Docking Station Dynamometers, are available separately

to enable higher testing throughput. Busy shops can easily double the

number of engines tested a day by prepping a second or third cart –

while the first one is productively running in the cell. Frames are of

heavy-duty tube steel construction and are mounted on four wide

locking or swiveling wheels for easy mobility. Each stand is finished

with rugged black powder coat for an easy-to-maintain professional

appearance and long-term durability. Standard engine mounting

bulkheads and supports are included with each model (other

applications are easily accommodated by fabricating a custom

mount).

Part # 100-930 (for Gasoline Docking Station Engine Stand - cart only)

Part # 100-905 (for Diesel Docking Station - cart only) .

Auto DYNOmite “Pro Stand Upgrade Module” includes many

popular add-ons for our DYNOmite Auto Test Stand (see #100-902).

Includes: 6-gallon Fuel Tank Assembly – mounts directly into the

engine stand for easier portable operation (eliminates the need for a

large external tank in your dyno cell). Starter Solenoid Assembly –

mounted in the dyno stand (eliminates the need to run any separate

engine solenoid). Fuel Pump Assembly – with a preplumbed high

volume adjustable pressure regulator and quick disconnect braided

stainless aircraft hose (eliminates the need to run a mechanical fuel

pump). Stainless Steel Drip Pan – slips into the bottom of the stand

(designed with drain plug for easy cleanup). Stainless Steel Battery

Tray – with rubberized clamps (completes this mobility upgrade).

Part # 950-100
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Test stand couplings and specialized options to increase
your equipment’s life and testing opportunities.

“Expand your system’s capabilities with these easy-to-mount

drive train components.”

Heavy-Duty Engine Drive Plate couples your engine’s flywheel

to the DYNOmite absorber’s splined input shaft. Because it requires

no friction transfer of torque, it is able to handle much more power

than conventional pressure plate and clutch disk assemblies. The

plate’s spring cushioned hub design helps it to protect your other

drive-line hardware and engine stand frame from damaging transient

shock.

Part # 542-313 (1-1/8” x 10 spline)

Part # 542-319 (1-3/8” x 10 spline)

Part # 542-329 (1-3/8” x 10 spline Dual Hub diesel)

Dynamometer Driveshafts are available for both gasoline and

diesel engine testing applications. These rugged assemblies are

available in standard lengths, that fit our existing line of docking

stations and conventional engine stand dynamometer frames, or in

special configurations – for custom applications. Each driveshaft is

dynamically balanced, for smoother high-rpm running, and includes

heavy-duty U-joints. Most models include internal sound deadening

for quieter operation (e.g. less rattling during low-load testing).

Part #547-500 (1350 Chevy flange, 28" collapsed - gasoline docking station)

Part #547-600 (1810 flange, 28" collapsed - diesel docking station)

Part # – call – (for custom application driveshaft quotation)
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and failures
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Small Engine Inertia Testing Flywheel Kit simulates vehicle

acceleration loading without leaving the shop. This package utilizes

DYNO-MAX 2000’s (required) Inertial Power Formulas to calculate

torque and horsepower from RPM change vs. delta time. With this

important data you can optimize carburetor sizing, slide cutaway and

jetting, ignition curve, fuel injection compensation mapping etc. for

best throttle response and acceleration. Evaluate the effect of various

“starting line” engine block temperatures on drag race performance.

(The DYNOmite data acquisition computer already measures and

records RPM and elapsed time.) This is a must have item for serious

snowmobile tuners.

Part # 100-160

Sprint Car Adapter Kit makes it easier to test most sprint car, late

model, and modified engines not utilizing a standard bellhousing and

starter mount. The adapter provides clearance for many 180 degree

crossover header designs and rear mount fuel and dry sump pumps in

the bellhousing and dynamometer absorber area. Each kit includes a

special bellhousing, longer 1-3/8" x 10 spline heat treated input shaft,

reverse mount high-torque starter, starter ring gear, spacer, and

mounting hardware.

Part # 910-901
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Maximize your DYNOmite’s money making “up-time” with
only a minimal investment in spare service parts.

“Most maintenance of the DYNOmite requires only a few

minutes with simple hand tools.”

Connector Terminal and Spare Parts Handy-Pak for really

simplifying the splicing of the various DYNOmite data acquisition

harness leads into your engine’s wiring. This package comes with an

assortment of special “tachometer circuit” voltage dropping resistors

(to fix over-voltage conditions). Also includes spare ½ amp fuses that

fit the DYNOmite tach harness’s fuse holder.

Part # 430-133

Bearing and Seal Kits contain field replaceable bearings and seals

for the absorber. Order some for stock… before you really need

them!

Part # 113-149 (for straight-vane 7" absorber)

Part # 113-150 (for older small-bearing 9" absorber only)

Part # 113-155 (for later straight-vane 9" absorber)

Part # 113-156 (for 13" straight-vane absorber)

Part # 113-157 (for 5" & 7" Toroid absorber)

Part # 113-159 (for 9" Toroid absorber)

Part # 113-163 (for 13" Toroid absorber)

Part # 113-169 (for 19" Toroid absorber)
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Dyno Auto-Lube Kit for automatically greasing the DYNOmite

absorber housing’s bearings as it runs. A spring loaded reservoir

meters the grease to the bearings, extending hardware life while

reducing manual maintenance and test interruptions. Includes

hardware to replace the original Zerk type manual grease gun

fittings.

Part # 113-930

Replacement Exhaust Sensor parts for our Air/Fuel Ratio

Modules. Each replacement sensor unit ships pretrimmed with an

appropriate bias resistor – for direct plug-in interchangeability.

Replacement bung and plug kits allow for fitting multiple exhaust

pipes with threaded ports and then plugging them closed after testing

is complete.

Part # 430-185 (ECM replacement sensor)

Part # 430-187 (DYNOmite replacement sensor - Heavy Duty)

Part # 430-181 (spare AFR sensor mount boss & plug)
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Adding the right combination of these specialty bike dyno
upgrades tailors the DYNOmite to your shop’s specific
type of testing.

“These are just a few of the custom features we manufacture so

you are ready for any type of motorcycle dynoing job.”

Extended Motorcycle Front Wheel Chock lengthens the

wheelbase of the dyno to accommodate chopper style front ends. The

extended adapter is a bolt-on conversion to the original DYNOmite

wheel mount rail assembly, so it is easy to switch back for testing

very short bikes. Can be used with either the standard hand wheel

length adjuster or the optional electric wheelbase adjuster kit (shown

below). For Motorcycle/ATV DYNOmites you can also add the

optional ATV Adapter Bar (not shown) to simplify securing the front

end of ATVs to the dyno.

Part # 970-584 (Extended Motorcycle Chock - only)

Part # 970-586 (ATV Adapter Bar - only)

Electric Adjuster for Motorcycle Front Wheel Chock upgrades

the standard DYNOmite manual hand-crank wheelbase adjuster to

easy push-button operation. Helps you mount different models in just

a few seconds. This is a real timer saver for high-volume “Dyno

Day” events – especial when testing bikes with widely varying fork

lengths. Kits are available in either 12-volt DC or 120-volt AC

versions.

Part # 970-585 (with 12-volt DC motor)

Part # 970-596 (with 120-volt AC motor)
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Reduce floor to
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Starter Kit for Motorcycle/ATV Chassis Dynos provides the

means to start race bikes and other vehicles that do not carry an

on-board starter or battery. A high torque electric starter and ring

gear are ready to mount to compatible DYNOmite motorcycle

dynamometers. The kit includes the necessary solenoid, switch, and

harness to wire up the starter to your DYNOmite’s optional boom

console and on-board battery. 12-volt DC operation retains the ability

to go mobile with your system.

Part # 970-583

Trailer Option for Motorcycle/ATV Chassis Dynos allows

hauling your DYNOmite to dealer shows, club events, racetracks,

and even other dealerships. Designed for easy bolt-on attachment and

removal, the trailer integrally nests your DYNOmite’s frame. Tests

can be run without even unhooking the dyno from your tow vehicle.

The trailer’s low-profile tires and dropped rubber-ride axle keep the

platform down near the comfortable loading heights that technicians

enjoy. All welded frame features smooth tube steel lines, gloss black

finish, polished diamond plate fenders, and recessed D.O.T. approved

lights that complement the professional looks of the rest of your

DYNOmite system. (Includes a Certificate of Origin for local

registration.)

Part # 970-589 (for Motorcycle/ATV - wide frame models)

Part # 970-588 (for bike only - narrow frame models)
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Integrates your Personal Computer with the DYNOmite
Data Acquisition Computer, to maximize your investment.

“DYNO-MAX 2000 is the most important part of a professional

testing system. To most users, the software becomes the dyno!”

DYNO-MAX 2000TM“Pro” Version 9.38 is the industry’s ultimate

professional dynamometer data collection and analysis software. Its

cutting edge, user friendly 32-bit interface and depth of advanced

features make this the best dynamometer control package available.

DYNO-MAX puts a full dyno console on your PC or laptop screen.

Highlights include user configurable digital and analog gauges

(supporting multiple gauge needles), real-time trace graphing,

formula driven, EGT bar graphs, adjustable limits and voice alarms,

color graphing, graph zooming and clipping, inertia compensation,

“Smart Record™,” adjustable data dampening, playback data

averaging, Standard, SAE, DIN, ECE, JIS, etc. atmospheric

correction (with friction compensation), semi-automatic torque

zeroing, instant playback, simulated Road Load (under optional

servo control), hands off (lid down) testing with single-click or

automated printing, multi-run overlay averaging/variation and data

import/export (“Pro” only), plus much more. Support for saving test

cell configurations as Environments allows swapping between a

blown big-block engine dynamometer test to a tiny 2-cycle or chassis

dyno pull – without resetting a single gauge or test parameter!

“Pro” version adds features like the powerful Formula Editor. These

formulas allow creating your own (test specific) custom data fields.

If you want to chart something like My Personal Friction Estimates,

it’s as easy as typing in your equation. With the “Pro” version you

can even customize report layouts (right down to your company’s

logo). Extra canned automated test wizards (including many aimed

at road course simulation or chassis dynamometer testing) plus a

powerful Customization Editor are included. These tools allow

creating even complex computer controlled load and throttle test

cycles – in minutes.

Part # 801-200 (standard version)

Part # 801-201 (“Pro” version)

Part # 801-205 (“Pro+” Oscilloscope Module Option-Pak version)

Part # 801-190 (“Lite” limited channel, upgradeable hobby version)
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Wireless Radio Mouse and Headphones simplify chassis dyno

testing. Mouse features USB port compatible radio receiver to

control DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro” 9.x remotely (without our wireless

Pocket PC interface). All that’s required is a line of sight to your

DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro” Chassis Console’s large button screen.

Radio based, so it works without even lifting the mouse off of the

passenger’s seat (unlike infrared optical mice). The headsets are

professional racetrack quality with full VOX and squelch controls.

Five preprogrammed channels in the 49 MHz band, and 1/10 watt

output, let you say goodbye to shouting and confusing hand signals

during testing. Thumb or finger multi-button design provides for full

control of most applications. Both the mouse and headsets accept

either rechargeable or lithium batteries.

Part # 430-121 (wireless radio mouse and USB receiver - only)

Part # 430-124 (pair of wireless radio headsets - only)

Wireless Remote DYNO-MAX Control via PDAs with Windows

Mobile 6 (including compatible Pocket PCs or smart cell phones

running Windows Mobile 2003 or later). Pocket DYNO-MAX allows

the handheld to wirelessly view and optionally operate DYNO-MAX

2000 “Pro.” Chassis dyno operators can run the dyno (and even print

reports) – right at the driver’s seat inside the vehicle. Lengthy engine

dynamometer endurance tests can be monitored from any desk or

spot on the shop’s floor, in lecture hall seats, or through an internet

connection anyplace on the planet! Customers can even be handed a

Pocket PC to observe their engine’s performance from the comfort of

your waiting area. The default screen (shown on a typical HP device

at right) can be customized to change gauge text, ranges, formula

assignments or even the language for each button’s text label.

Part # (Pocket DYNO-MAX software is included with DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro”)
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Having adequate water volume at a stable pressure is key
to repeatable water brake dynamometer testing. These
parts make it easier to get up and running quickly.

“Build your water system the right way (the first time) and avoid

plenty of long-term aggravation!”

Portable Pump Kit is very handy when your domestic plumbing

(i.e. garden hose) has insufficient dynamic flow and pressure for

higher horsepower testing (or is not available). The kit features a

lightweight 0.8 Hp two-stroke pump with 1" ports, high pressure

outlet hose, and high volume intake hose with strainer. All you need

is a water source, in some cases just a 5-gallon bucket will do the

trick. Many customers have successfully tested engines of over 300

horsepower with this unit.

Part # 950-750

Pressure Regulator Kit increases loading stability and

repeatability on water brake dynamometers. These are high flow

capacity, pressure reducing valves that have the large fitting sizes

required for maximum horsepower dynamometer testing (small unit

for 7" absorber is shown at right). Regulation is a must when

running from a well supply where bladder tank pressures vary

widely!

Part # 113-925 (suitable for 5", 7", and most 9" absorbers)

Part # 113-927 (suitable for most 13" single rotor absorbers)

Part # 113-929 (suitable for most 13" dual rotor absorbers)*

*Still higher capacity (and dual units) available for extreme Hp applications.
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cooling and RPM
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High-Flow Ball Valve Kit can greatly increase the maximum

water flow available from most garden hose spigot supplies. Often,

just replacing your present “stop and waste” sill cock valve (with this

high-flow kit) will more than double the peak shaft horsepower that

can be water brake tested – from that same absorber water supply

source!

Part # 113-175

Cooling Tower Assemblies are thermostatically controlled to

maintain precise engine temperature with minimal water usage. Their

closed cooling design gradually mixes in cold water to regulate block

temperatures without creating thermal stresses in the engine. Cold

water enters the cooling system only as needed to keep the engine’s

temperature where you want it. The tower’s unique design includes

independently rotating sections with both barbed and threaded ports,

allowing clean/short routing of inlet and outlet hoses. Cooling towers

are a real must for the serious engine builder who needs to maintain

precise test conditions for the most consistent power measurements.

Note: The pressurized tower versions allow running higher coolant

temperatures – without encountering localized boiling points.

Part # 910-921 (non-pressurized - for docking station)

Part # 910-922 (non-pressurized - for engine stand)

Part # 910-961 (pressurized - for docking station)

Part # 910-962 (pressurized - for engine stand)
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Pressure transducers for monitoring or recording
cylinder, fuel, manifold, oil, water, pressure and vacuum,
etc.

“Let the computer monitor important pressures while you keep

an eye on the overall testing.”

Pressure Transducers for capturing everything from manifold

vacuum and boost pressure to oil and fuel pressure. Use them

whenever you need to measure from -12 PSI gauge to +1,000 PSI

gauge. The DYNOmite also supports using these transducers in

marine applications to measure pitot tube pressure for MPH data

acquisition acceleration. (Requires appropriate Full Function

Harness and DYNO-MAX 2000 software equipped PC or laptop.)

Part # 435-001 (0 to 1.45 psig)

Part # 435-002 (-12 to 2 psig)

Part # 435-007 (0 to 7.25 psig)

Part # 435-015 (0 to 14.5 psig)

Part # 435-022 (-12 to 22 psig)

Part # 435-075 (0 to 75 psig)

Part # 435-150 (0 to 150 psig)

Part # 435-250 (0 to 250 psig)

Part # 435-500 (0 to 500 psig)

Part # 435-950 (0 to 1000 psig)

Exhaust Pressure Transducer Kit allows the recording of high

temperature pressure data from the engine’s exhaust system. The kit

makes it easy to monitor both the pressure losses and efficiencies of

various muffler and exhaust pipe configurations. A -12 to +22 PSI or

a 0 to 75 PSI range transducer is coupled to a stainless steel cooling

tube to thermally isolate the sensor element. With proper installation,

it is possible to monitor pressures right at the inlet of an extremely

hot turbocharger’s turbine housing or exhaust manifold. (Requires

appropriate Full Function Harness and DYNO-MAX 2000 software

equipped PC or laptop.)

Part # 436-022 (-12 to 22 psig)

Part # 436-075 (0 to 75 psig)
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Cylinder Pressure Mapping Kit captures high resolution degree

and combustion chamber pressure data into one database (for map

graphing alongside other DYNO-MAX 2000 results). There is no

second interface to learn or awkward file exporting required! This

comparatively inexpensive package is an excellent way to get into

revealing dynamic engine analysis. “Starter” kit includes precision

crankshaft position encoder, one high-impedance piezoelectric

pressure transducer (spark plug or cylinder head mounted), 0-5 volt

output signal amplifier module, and a high speed (200,000 Hz) PCI

buss 8-channel data acquisition board (with full shielded cabling).

Additional transducer/modules (in many configurations from several

third-party suppliers) may be added at any time. Up to eight cylinders

can be supported from this one board (depending on RPM range).

(Requires DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro+” “Scope Module” Option-Pak™

or equivalent software to record data.)

Part # 435-145 (requires DYNO-MAX ‘Scope Module’)

“Scope Module” for DYNO-MAX 2000 is included as one of the

“Pro+” version’s extra Option-Paks™. It provides the interface and

advanced analysis software support for certain high speed third-party

(e.g. National Instrument) data acquisition boards. This “oscilloscope

like” Option-Pak’s features (in conjunction with hardware like that

included in the #435-145 Cylinder Pressure Mapping starter kit

above) enables capturing and analyzing your combustion chamber

pressures, intake or exhaust system pressure cycles, ignition voltage

waveforms, etc. Third-party precision crankshaft encoders (up to

3,600 lines) and data acquisition speeds of up to 500,000 Hz are

supported. Other Option Pak’s in the “Pro+” version eliminate the

hassle of exporting data to third-party packages for analysis. These

include: Advanced Data Analysis to add Fast Fourier Translation

(FFT) and Histograms to the graphing tool set. DDE allows OLE

enabled applications like Excel to pass data both to and from

DYNO-MAX – in real time.

Part # (the ‘Scope Module’ is part of DYNO-MAX 2000 “Pro+” - Plus version)
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Shielded, or RFI immune optical, cables link DYNOmite
DAQs to PCs for advanced report printing capabilities.

“In the end, data capture and output is the most important

function of your dynamometer installation!”

Compact Thermal Printer is battery powered and portable, so you

can use it right at the test site. Now you can get a printout from your

DYNOmite hand-held LCD model’s test run with just a single push

of a button. This unit plugs into the built-in printer port on the LCD

equipped DYNOmites using an appropriate printer cable (available

separately – see below). Similar to the DYNOmite hand-held Data

Acquisition computer’s LCD display, the printed reports may include

Engine or Brake RPM, Engine Torque, Horsepower, Run Time, # of

Records, etc. – plus the header information – in an easy-to-follow

columnar format. The DYNOmite features multiple report formats to

support outputting optional transducers and data views. Includes a

roll of thermal paper and 110-volt wall charger.

Part # 430-141 (Thermal Printer Kit)

Part # 809-141 (three replacement rolls of 4-1/2" thermal paper - only)

Shielded Serial Printer and PC Interface cables to connect the

DYNOmite data acquisition unit to appropriate serial dot-matrix

ASCII printers or to PCs that are using DYNO-MAX software.

RS-232 cables feature male DB-9 to female DB-9 with special

shielding and active RFI filtering circuitry to minimize engine

ignition noise-related communication problems. These cables work

where others fail!

USB cables feature USB to USB ends with premium shielding to

reduce RFI from engine ignition noise. (USB cables are for

DYNOmite-Pro boards with the integral USB option only!)

Part # 435-126 (RS-232 3' long for printers, attached consoles)

Part # 435-129 (RS-232 13' long for remote console mounting)

Part # 430-105 (USB 15' long for remote console mounting)
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Link DAQs to PCs
Expand on your
dyno’s reporting
capabilities
Maintains system
portability
RFI proof optical,
or shielded USB,
cabling
Plug-’n-play ready



USB to RS-232 Serial Port Converter cable adapts most USB

equipped PCs and laptops (that do not have an available RS-232

port) to DYNOmite Data Acquisition Computers, etc. (Note: this

cable is not required to use DYNOmite-Pro board sets equipped with

the integral USB option.) Converters feature a 6-foot long shielded

cable with a male DB-9 connector on one end and a standard USB

connector at the other. Free software drivers for Microsoft Windows

XP, 2000, Me, and 98 are included on our DYNO-MAX 2000 Demo

version 9.3x CDs.

Part # 430-116 (USB to RS-232 convertor cable)

Part # 430-106 (10' extender cable only - requires #430-116)

Fiber-Optic Cables to RS-232 Transceivers Kit offers the EMI

and RFI immunity of a bidirectional fiber-optic cable connection

between the DYNOmite data acquisition boards and your PC or

laptop. These units support full-duplex RS-232 speed up to 115K

baud rate. AC wall outlet power supplies are included for PCs unable

to directly power the transceiver from their RS-232’s line voltage.

Part # 435-170 (includes 33' of fiber-optic cables)
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Automate dynamometer testing with computer controlled
load, throttle, and relays.

“Free yourself from the controls so that you have time to watch

what is physically going on during testing.”

Data Acquisition and Relay Subsystem provides a neat wiring

hub on the engine stand. Includes dual DYNOmite-Pro board pairs

(#430-454) for 56 channels. The system’s stainless steel housing

helps to reduce RFI from the electromagnetic fields of ignition

systems, alternators, and electrical noise in the test cell. Housing

accommodates up to four DYNOmite Data Acquisition Computer

board set pairs (allowing 112 channels in just a single subsystem).

One 4-Circuit Relay Kit is included, with provisions for mounting a

second, to support up to eight switched (via DYNO-MAX) devices.

Each housing accepts a DYNOmite Weather Station module.

Color-coded screw-on wiring posts accept either banana plugs, spade

terminals, or direct wire connections. Externally accessible fuse

holders are prewired to convenient internal terminal blocks.

Part # 430-307 (also available in other custom configurations - call)

4-Circuit Relay Module Kit provides remote console control of

many test cell functions via DYNO-MAX. Module also allows using

the DYNOmite’s RPM-limiter feature (black/white harness lead) in

engine applications that cannot be killed by the near grounding of

this circuit (most automotive ignitions, Arctic Cat snowmobiles,

etc.). Supports shut-down of either “Normally Open” or “Normally

Closed” ignition circuits. One (or more) 4-Circuit Relay Board units

plug into each DYNOmite-Pro (or Basic) board set, allowing simple

keyboard control of Ignition, Starter, Fuel, Blowers, Brakes, etc. via

DYNO-MAX’s console buttons.

Part # 430-143* (4-circuit relay board)

* Each 4-Circuit Relay Board controls four individual relay circuits – allowing
DYNO-MAX to control ignition, starter, fuel pumps, N2O relays, fans, etc.
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Computerize your
controls and IO
Just plug in extra
data channels and
switched outputs
Shorter test times
cut engine wear
Run more complex
auto-test cycles
Affordable



Ignition Kill Switch Relay Kit to allow using the DYNOmite’s

RPM-limiter feature (black/white harness lead) for applications that

cannot be killed by the near grounding of this circuit. This includes

most automotive ignitions, Arctic Cat snowmobiles, etc. Supports

shut-down of either “Normally Open” or “Normally Closed” ignition

circuits.

Part # 430-132

DYNOmite “Pro” Data Acquisition Subsystem is a “testing lab

on wheels.” It houses all the electronics necessary, for serious

dynamometer programs, in one rugged and forced air ventilated

NEMA enclosure. It accepts a wide array of DYNOmite acquisition

boards and controls, for sampling well over 100 channels of engine

information, controlling up to four simultaneous servo devices, and

even handles on-board atmospheric (weather) compensation. Aimed

at testers demanding extra expansion room for future projects, the

DYNOmite “Pro” subsystem supports modular field upgrades. Even

an inexpensive 28-channel configuration monitors four frequencies

(engine RPM, vehicle speed, air and fuel flow), several millivolt

thermocouple and strain gauge inputs (for EGTs and torque load

cells), plus an array of 0-5 volts ones (handling pressures and similar

transducers). Adding dozens of extra channels is just a matter of

plugging in additional DAQ modules. Other options include LCD

readouts, local keypad operation, switched control relays, and our

DYNOmite digital wideband O2 sensor air/fuel ratio modules.

Part # 430-907 (56-channel “Pro” subsystem - less AFR Module and LCDs)

Part # 430-927 (56-channel “Pro” subsystem - with AFR Module - less LCDs)
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Monitor the dynamometer’s shaft speed with one of these
magnetic or inductive Absorber RPM Pick-Up Kits.

“Obtain driveshaft or roller RPM without any attachment to the

actual engine.”

Magnetic Absorber RPM Pick-Up for applications experiencing

electromagnetic radio frequency interference. Can also be used on

engines without a suitable or convenient tachometer signal output

(such as magneto ignition drag or kart engines). These kits include a

thread in pickup that supplies a clean square-wave RPM signal to the

DYNOmite Data Acquisition Computer’s “shaft” (absorber) RPM

channel.

Part # 430-434 (fits 7" and 9" toroid absorbers)

Part # 430-439 (fits 13" toroid absorber)

Part # 430-431 (fits 19" and 26" toroid absorber)

Part # 430-137 (fits 7" and 9" straight vane absorbers)

Part # 430-139 (fits 13" straight vane absorber)

Jack Shaft RPM Pick-Up Transducer Kit provides MPH,

shift-ratio, and output shaft RPM. By monitoring both the output

shaft and crankshaft RPM, the computer can calculate shift ratio and

MPH. When using DYNO-MAX software, you can also plot G-force

and more. A must for serious chassis tuners. (Kits include the

electronic pick-up, magnetic collar, and required EPROM software

upgrade.)

Part # 430-135 (for EPROM Version < 5.0 - includes amplifier)

Part # 430-435 (for EPROM Version > 5.0 - pick-up only)

Part # 430-335 (jack shaft pick-up only)

Part # 361-010 (1" id magnetic collar only)

Part # 361-011 (1.125" id magnetic collar only)

Part # 361-012 (1.25" id magnetic collar only)

Part # 361-015 (high strength magnet only)
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Provides a reliable
tachometer source
Read RPM even in
very noisy (RFI)
environments
Ideal for on-board
data acquisition
Super clean and
accurate signals
Affordable



Toothed Gear RPM Pick-Up for inductive pulse readings from

applications like 60-tooth encoder “gears”, bolt heads, etc. The

pickup’s housing is threaded and includes two adjusting nuts for

installation into your custom support bracket. Harness feeds a

square-wave RPM signal into the DYNOmite Data Acquisition

Computer’s jack-shaft RPM channel.

Part # 430-148

Extension Cable for RPM Pick-Ups extend the harness for

applications that include chassis dynamometers or remote test cell

installations. The cable continues the standard EMI shielding that is

part of the original RPM pick-up.

Part # 435-142 (15' long)
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Simplify tachometer hook-up with one of these inductive,
optical, or piezoelectric Engine RPM Pick-Up Kits.

“Read the Engine RPM without cutting into the engine’s

primary ignition harness.”

Optical RPM Pickup Kit with universal magnetic mounting base

infrared sensor, and amplifier module to plug into all DYNOmite

Dynamometers and DYNOmite Data Acquisition systems. The

sensor works by monitoring the light pulses bounced back from a

strip of reflective tape on a rotating dampener, shaft, or tire. The

sensor’s high immunity to electromagnetic interference allows it to

work in many applications where inductive pickups will not. The

unit’s sensitivity provides enough distance range for mounting the

base on the vehicle’s fender well, chassis dyno frame, etc.

Part # 430-231

Clamp-on Inductive RPM Pick-Up can be used for applications

like chassis dynamometers or magneto ignition kart engines that lack

a convenient (or suitable) tachometer signal output. This kit includes

a non-directional inductive pickup clamp for the high tension spark

plug, primary coil, or (in some cases) even a fuel injector’s lead. The

conditioned output from the clamp’s harness delivers a clean 5-volt

square-wave RPM signal, ready to plug directly into the DYNOmite

Data Acquisition Computer’s tachometer channel (the yellow wire).

The shielded clamp houses unique surface mount electronic timing

circuitry to compensate for varying signal intensity and extra pulses

from many “multi-spark” ignition systems – it works where other

clamps fail!

Can also be used with our optional DYNOmite-Pro Spark Advance

EEPROM option (listed below) to capture real-time ignition timing

information into DYNO-MAX 2000. Will require a magnetic or

optical crankshaft approaching TDC reference signal.

Part # 430-136 (clamp and amplifier)

Part # 430-453 (Spark Advance EEPROM upgrade option)
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Simple tachometer
data source
Provides alternate
RPM solutions
Ideal for chassis
dynamometer
applications
Work where many
other “solutions”
simply will not



Cigarette Lighter RPM Pick-Up for automotive chassis dyno cell

testing. Most dynamometer operators will enjoy the convenience of

reading engine RPM by simply plugging into the vehicle’s “cigarette

lighter” (12-volt auxiliary power outlet). This new pick-up’s signal

amplifier and filter circuitry extracts the engine RPM from inductive

(“ignition noise”) pulses induced into the vehicle’s 12-volt wiring by

the spark plug coil’s firing. This sophisticated pick-up works on most

(although not all) spark ignition applications. (Requires DYNOmite

EEPROM version 9.533 or later.)

Part # 430-145

Diesel Fuel Rail RPM Pickup Kit can be used for mechanically

injected diesel applications that lack a convenient (or a suitable)

electronic tachometer signal output. This kit includes a clamp-on

piezoelectric fuel injector rail transducer. In use, the high-pressure

expansion pulses that occur (per revolution) in a diesel injector’s

metal fuel lines are detected and conditioned by the kit’s amplifier

module. The square-wave output is then cleanly readable via the

DYNOmite’s standard Engine RPM channel.

Part # 430-194 (with clamp for ¼" fuel rails)

Part # 430-196 (with clamp for 6mm fuel rails)
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Monitor the engine’s vital temperatures to protect it from
overheating during dynamometer testing.

“Don’t risk an expensive engine by testing without adequate

feedback!”

RTD Air Probe Assemblies with full armored stainless steel lead

shielding, 4-pin cable connector and a 270 ohm bias resistor – for

direct connection to DYNOmite-Pro full function harnesses. These

Resistive Temperature Devices support readings from -100 to over

1,200 degrees Fahrenheit.

This air only RTD’s probe is exposed for quicker response time.

(Requires DYNO-MAX 2000 version 9.3 or later.)

Part #430-458 (exposed element - optimized for air)

RTD Liquid Probe Assembly with full armored stainless steel lead

shielding, 4-pin cable connector and a 270 ohm bias resistor - for

direct connection to DYNOmite-Pro full function harnesses. These

Resistive Temperature Devices support readings from -100 to over

1,200 degrees Fahrenheit.

This liquid RTD unit may still be used for open air measurements,

but it has sealed probes for direct immersion in oil or water.

(Requires DYNO-MAX 2000 version 9.3 or later.)

Part # 430-459 (¼" NPT thread - sealed for liquids)
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Capture water, air
or oil temperature
Avoid expensive
engine damage
Important for long
duration testing
Never just guess
Harness plugs fit
DYNOmite’s
Affordable



Air Temperature Thermistor for fast monitoring of 0 - 255 degree

Fahrenheit air temperatures during dynamometer testing. Steel with

metric thread. (Requires appropriate Full Function Harness.)

Part # 430-456 (–12 x 1.5 metric thread)

Engine Temperature Thermistor for monitoring coolant, oil, fuel,

or other 0 - 255 degree Fahrenheit liquid temperature sources during

dynamometer testing. Sensors have a brass housing and are available

in various thread configurations. (Requires appropriate Full

Function Harness.)

Part # 430-455 (–12 x 1.5 metric thread)

Part # 430-457 (1/8-27 NPT thread)
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Track hot cylinder and combustion gas temperatures to
guard against costly fuel or ignition tuning errors.

“Why tune ‘blind’ or miss the chance to catch an impending

engine disaster?”

Infrared Temperature Sensor for non-contact sensing of tire

temperatures, etc. The sensor’s housing is threaded for bulkhead

mounting nuts while the attached harness lead features armored

stainless steel shielding, with the standard two-wire thermocouple

connector. Each sensor’s voltage vs. temperature curve is a direct

plug-in equivalent to our standard DYNOmite EGT thermocouples.

So, the infrared sensor will work in any of your data acquisition

computer’s available EGT channels.

Part # 430-462 (sensor only, less required EGT EEPROM upgrade - below)

Spark Plug Temperature Thermocouple is especially useful on

the higher temperature heads of air cooled engines, like Briggs kart

motors. This quick reacting thermocouple sensor ring fits between

the head and spark plug washer. It allows the test operator to soon

determine the optimum and safe operating temperatures for various

configuration engines. (Note: A full function harness and EGT Kit

with EEPROM software upgrade are required to support this

sender.)

Part # 430-500 (sensor only, less required EGT EEPROM upgrade - below)
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Monitor engine’s
head and exhaust
gas temperatures
A must at high Hp
No more guessing
Avoid melt-down
Special sensors for
oil or non-contact
Accurate
Affordable



Oil Temperature Dipstick is super convenient – especially for

chassis dyno work on numerous vehicles. It features an extra-long

and flexible oil temperature sensor that can be slipped directly into

the standard dipstick tube of most engines. This oil thermocouple

sensor’s connector will plug into any available DYNOmite EGT

channel. (Note: An EGT EEPROM upgrade, below, is required to

support this thermocouple type sensor.)

Part # 430-447 (sensor only, less required EGT EEPROM upgrade - below)

Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) thermocouples are a must

accessory for jetting two strokes, setting up N2O systems, or just

safely dynoing high output engines. While power is often gained by

leaning out, this can take the engine to the point of melting pistons.

The best way to avoid costly engine damage is to monitor EGT,

AFR, and Brake Specific Fuel Consumption data. These fast acting

thermocouple kits allow both reading and displaying up to eight

temperatures per DYNOmite-Pro board set. Kits include required

EEPROM software upgrade. (Requires Full Function Harness.)

Part # 430-440 (3-probes with band clamps and upgrade)

Part # 430-441 (3-probes with compression fittings and upgrade)

Part # 430-442 (single cycle kart applications and upgrade)

Part # 430-443 (4-probes with compression fittings and upgrade)

Additional thermocouple only (less the EEPROM upgrade):

Part # 430-400 (thermocouple only - with clamp)

Part # 430-401 (thermocouple only - with compression fitting)

Part # 430-449 (Briggs oil temp probe only - with crankcase fitting)
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S-beam load cells, torque arms, strain gauges, and
accelerometers for monitoring engine torque, vibration,
and acceleration in numerous applications.

“Let the computer monitor important transient forces while you

keep an eye on the overall testing.”

Accelerometer monitors acceleration and braking (or lateral)

G-forces during on-board vehicle data logging. The (required)

DYNO-MAX software option can automatically calculate real-time

delivered rear wheel or engine Hp (from entered inertial data and

vehicle acceleration rates), G-forces, and even the rolling parasitic

drag losses. (Requires appropriate Full Function Harness and

DYNO-MAX software equipped laptop.)

Part # 435-090 (-2 to +2 Gs)

Universal Knock Sensor Module for converting the acoustical

rattle (vibration) of damaging engine knock into a signal that can be

monitored via DYNO-MAX 2000’s Knock Index % Formulas. With

the “Pro” version, you can even program sophisticated Torque vs.

RPM curves to drive “smart” detonation alarms. The sensor module

utilizes a ¼" NPT thread mounting that is easily adaptable to many

engine locations. An adjustable sensitivity knob helps to match the

0-5 volt output signal to the characteristics of the test engine.

(Requires appropriate Full Function Harness and DYNO-MAX 2000

software equipped PC or laptop.)

Part # 435-140
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Temperature drift
compensated full-
bridge strain gages
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S-Beam Load Cells are equipped with full-bridge strain gauges for

maximum signal-to-noise ratios and inherent insensitivity to ambient

temperature changes. Each cell’s balanced four-wire configuration is

engineered to provide 3-millivolts of output per 1-volt of excitation

(from your data acquisition system’s 5 or 10-volt supply). Load cells

include a compression vibration dampener and spherical rod end but

can also be mounted without dampener and in tension for appropriate

applications. Each cell is permanently preharnessed and ready to plug

directly into the torque-arm (strain gauge) harness lead of compatible

full-bridge DYNOmite Data Acquisition Computers. (Warning: Be

sure to select load cell’s range so that peak transient loads will never

exceed more than 150% of full load rating.)

Part # 969-003 (2.5 pound full load = 15-mv output @ 5-volt excitation)

Part # 970-007 (1,000 pound full load = 15-mv output @ 5-volt excitation)

Part # – call – (for other ranges from 2.5 to 20,000 pounds)

Optional Torque Arms for DYNOmite water brake absorbers

feature full-bridge strain gauges for maximum signal-to-noise ratios

and minimum temperature sensitivity. The arm’s patented design is

immune to moment-arm stop’s radius. This feature eliminates torque

reading errors from geometry changes and affords you maximum

flexibility when designing a custom test stand. Balanced four-wire

configuration provides 15 millivolts of output at 100% of full scale

load. Special light-duty and heavy-duty versions allow tailoring the

dyno’s range to your specific testing application. Each arm comes

prewired and all ready to plug into the torque-arm harness lead of

compatible DYNOmite Data Acquisition Computers.

Part # 707-021 (heavy-duty version of 5" and 7" “Kart” absorber arms)

Part # 709-001 (light-duty version of 9" “Snow” absorber arm)

Part # 713-021 (heavy-duty version of 13" older straight-vane absorber arm)

Part # 743-021 (heavy-duty version of 13" newer Toroid absorber arm)

Part # – call – (for replacement or custom range arms)
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Environmental test chambers and equipment to abate the
noise, fumes, and high temperatures associated with
engine and vehicle dynamometer testing.

“Professional sound and heat control for your facility is now

just a phone call away!”

High-Volume Fans move lots of air to help keep radiator and

exhaust temperatures in check during stationary vehicle testing. One

or more of these fans should be used in the test bay to improve test

consistency and protect against overheating damage. The very large

diameter blades are optimized for highest-flow efficiency under

free-air conditions (no duct work).

Part # 438-142 (42" provides 13,000 CFM at 0" Hg)

Part # 438-148 (48" provides 19,100 CFM at 0" Hg - not shown)

High-Velocity Blowers provide plenty of localized “wind” for air

cooling finned heads, turbo inter-coolers, small radiators, catalytic

converters or mufflers. The directionally adjustable outlet makes it

easier to position and aim the air blast right at the area that needs it

most (a flexible duct kit is also available to deal with hard to reach

spots). High/Low switch positions allow leave the blower quietly

running after testing to deal with heat soak. The blower’s blades are

optimized for efficiency under high velocity and ducted operation.

Part # 437-140 (1,120 CFM)

Part # 437-141 (1,600 CFM - not shown)

Part # 437-142 (4,200 CFM - not shown)
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Engine Test Cells are pre-engineered modular systems for building

your own sound-controlled gasoline or diesel engine dynamometer

room. Each is specifically designed for engine testing and provide in

excess of 40 dBA sound reduction! Going modular helps guarantee

predictable noise control with a single source of responsibility for

design and supply (including pass door(s), window(s), and ducts),

plus installation instructions. Cells are easy to assemble, as well as

practical to relocate or reconfigure. These modules typically cost less

than on-site construction of concrete or double-wall gypsum-board

rooms (of equivalent or even poorer noise reduction)! Your tax

accountant may also be able to take advantage of the accelerated

“equipment” deprecation rates! Standard and custom layouts are

available to best integrate into with your existing building’s design

and testing goals.

Part # 685-250 (engine cell including door, window, and fan - 8'w x 12'd x 8'h)

Part # – call – (for larger room sizes and/or other options)

Chassis Test Bays are pre-engineered modular systems for building

your own sound controlled automotive, motorcycle, or other vehicle

dynamometer room. Each is specifically designed for chassis testing

and provide in excess of 40 dBA sound reduction! Going modular

helps guarantees predictable noise control with a single source of

responsibility for design and supply (including very large door(s),

window(s), and ducts), plus installation instructions. The bays are

easy-to-assemble, as well as practical to relocate or reconfigure.

These module bays typically cost less than on-site construction of

concrete or double-wall gypsum-board rooms (of equivalent or even

poorer noise reduction)! Your accountant may also be able to take

advantage of accelerated “equipment” depreciation rates! Standard

and custom layouts are available to best integrate with your existing

building’s design and testing goals.

Part # 685-750 (car cell including door, window, and fan - 14'w x 24'd x 8'h)

Part # 685-500 (bike cell including door, window, and fan - 10'w x 20'd x 8'h)

Part # – call – (for larger room sizes and other options)
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